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Poll Guidelines

• Purpose of poll is to better identify member positions for each component of the final 4 solution packages (#10, 11, 12, 17) prior to voting
• PJM CBIR- Polling is not “Voting”
• Responders requested to indicate support of current design components/potential solution package(s)
• 162 responses received
Can You Support Package 10?

- **Cannot Support**: 51.23%
- **Can Support**: 48.77%

![Bar chart showing support for different components](chart.png)

- Are there any design components that you do not fully support?
- Which components would need to be changed to make the package acceptable to you?
Package #11 Results

Can You Support Package 11?

- **Can Support**: 21.74%
- **Cannot Support**: 78.26%

Bar chart showing support for specific components:
- Yes
- No

Questions:
- Are there any design components that you do not fully support?
- Which components would need to be changed to make the package acceptable to you?
Can You Support Package 12?

- Can Support: 20.63%
- Cannot Support: 79.38%

**Graph: Support of Package 12 Components**

- Blue bars: Yes
- Red bars: No

Questions:
- Are there any design components that you do not fully support?
- Which components would need to be changed to make the package acceptable to you?
Can You Support Package 17?

- Can Support: 63.98%
- Cannot Support: 36.02%

Bar chart showing support levels for different components:
- 1A: 80%
- 1B: 60%
- 2A: 40%
- 2B: 20%

Questions:
- Are there any design components that you do not fully support?
- Which components would need to be changed to make the package acceptable to you?
Design Component Overview

- Are there any design components that you do not fully support?
- Which components would need to be changed to make the package acceptable to you?
Design Component Overview

- Average of Are there any design components that you do not fully support?
- Average of Which components would need to be changed to make the package acceptable to you?